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INTRODUCTION
The early Virginia colony "produced a cultural climate unlikely to foster art." 1
Not interested in settling down, colonists only wanted to get rich quick. Indentured
servants formed the character ofthe colony and very few eventually accumulated enough
wealth to support art. As long as these freedmen shaped Virginia's identity, portraiture
remained virtually unknown; "not until the appearance oflarge scale landowners using
slave labor did that branch ofpainting develop as one among several crafts contributing
to elegance ofliving and family prestige."2 Tobacco brought stability to the colony and,
by the mid-eighteenth century, important changes transformed Virginia's social
environment. Upper-class, land-holding gentry families distinctly emerged and "came to
be more and more set apart by an increasingly refined way oflife."3 These so-called
'first families of Virginia' include the Randolph, Fitzhugh, Byrd, Worrneley, and Gordon
families. Since Virginia lacked an urban center and strong institutions, they emerged in
response to the power vacuum to become the leading social and economic authorities of
their day.
Portraiture materialized as a favorite refinement among these leading families,
flourishing in the southern colonies "well into antebellum times. "4 Such portraits reveal
these families' desire to legitimize their commanding position within the society of
colonial Virginia. They served as a record of family genealogy and accomplishment to
educate future members ofthe family to their well-to-do position in society as well as
provided a visual reminder to visitors that the family was to be held in high esteem. The
male head ofhouse is depicted as a great patriarch, sitting comfortably as the center of
authority. In contrast, the female head is distinctly composed to be a guardian ofvirtue
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and a model of discipline. In the words of art historian Wayne Craven, "Collectively, the
thousands of visual biographies known as portraits reveal to us the soul of colonial
America. " 5 Their portraits provide viewers today with a look into their life, values, and
sentiments. These portraits are invaluable to understanding the psyche of the eighteenth
century Virginia elite, providing a "representation of social life, that is, [a] history" that
can provide a transatlantic narration of the intertwining of both English and Virginian
social values. 6
This social intertwining evolved over the course of successive generations of the
colonial Virginia elite and is evidenced within their portraits. Portraits of early
Virginians did not boldly represent their sitters as equals to England's high society like
those of the later generations. The early portraits retain a sense of their humble or lesser
gentry origins, sticking to the Continental style of portraiture linked to a middle-class
background and only making subtle gestures to a sense of higher society. Later
generations, on the other hand, built on these allusions and embraced the full demeanor of
the English nobility, both stylistically and compositionally. They employed the court
style of Charles I within their portraits, a style that had become a symbol of elite society
within England. Despite the fact that most of their families' wealth only went back a
couple generations, they presented themselves as part of a noble heritage. Here a conflict
emerges since the aristocracy in England did not look to these new Virginia aristocrats as
equals. High-class Virginians also faced challenges to their newfound identity within
Virginia itself. Women, slaves, and poor whites also jockeyed for position on the social
ladder. Elite Virginians had to continuously assert their self-perceived authority and
dominance both in Virginia society and in the greater British Empire.
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With so many challenges to their place in society, elite Virginians faced an
identity crisis. They saw their wealth as giving them power and authority equal to that of
the landed English aristocracy, but others did not fully recognize their new wealth as
holding so much influence. In response to their need to legitimize their standing within
society, a new ideology evolved among the Virginia elite and portrait painting became an
avenue for its expression. Patriarchism, according to historian Anthony Parent, fully
emerged in Virginia by 1740 and provided a worldview for Virginia elites to hold onto
that would justify their claims of authority. 7
Patriarchism's ideals of patriarchy, virtue, order, provincialism, the pastoral, and
providence helped to define elite Virginians' role within Virginia and the world.
Through this ideology they understood their place in society as God-ordained, natural,
and upright. Virginia became the new Eden, an escape from English corruption, and the
fulfillment of a popular English dream. At the time, England lacked an abundant natural
landscape because of the Enclosure Movement and had developed a fascination with such
literary works as Robinson Crusoe, which created the glorification of the natural and of
building civilization out of the wild. In this way, patriarchism placed Virginians in an
important societal position as upholders of natural order and the realization of an English
fantasy. 8
These ideas will be discussed throughout this work. Chapter 1 presents a
background of the importance and evolution of portraiture within English society and
how it came to Virginia. Chapter 2 looks at the evolution of patriarchism within the
Virginia colony in response to their identity question. Chapter 3 will take a sample of
colonial Virginia portraits and explain how they provide a narration of societal evolution
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between the early and later generations of elite society. Chapter 4 ties this provincial
identity into a closer relationship with England based upon the experiences of English
society in relation to the Enclosure Movement and Robinsonade literature.
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CHAPTER 1: ORIGINS OF THE VIRGINIA PORTRAITS
Portraits appeared in Virginia as early as the 1690s and the first decade of the
eighteenth century, but they did not emerge in abundance until the mid-eighteenth
century. According to historian Margaret Gallaway, the first few generations of southern
colonists "crossed the ocean to sit for the master artists of England before portrait
painters became available nearer to home."9 The mid-eighteenth century brought the
arrival of these painters. Arriving directly from England, they brought with them English
artistic standards. In time, native painters received training from the European painters.
Wayne Craven, on the other hand, suggests that a painter did reside in Virginia
just before the turn of the eighteenth century. He uses letters written by William
Fitzhugh, a 1673 immigrant to Virginia, to make his argwnent. In July 1698, Fitzhugh
wrote to his agent in London, stating that he had an indentured servant that had been
trained as an engraver. Not long after, Fitzhugh wrote to his agent again, asking him to
ship some "colours for painting [and brushes], Walnut Oyl and Lynseed Oyl. .. together
with half a dozen three-quarter [canvases] to set up a painter." 10 This poses a possibility
that William Fitzhugh's portrait, as well as others dating from that time in Virginia, could
have been painted in the colony itself by this unidentified artist. This also suggests that
William Fitzhugh was one of the first Virginians documented to have employed a
resident artist in his home. Regardless of when they arrived, these painters entered
Virginian ports "at a time when the leading Colonists were making a conscious effort to
put the seal of sophistication on their successful experiments at settlement in the New
World." 11 Virginians understood that portraits asserted the sitter's genteel standing in
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society and were eager to fill their halls with them to reflect the status of their English
counterparts.
Before painters arrived, members of the Virginia gentry would sit for English
painters when they visited England. William Byrd II of Virginia sat for the English
painter Sir Godfrey Kneller on one of his trips to England "since it was fashionable to be
painted by the leading portrait painters." 12 Then, as the painters arrived, they found that
"the extravagant Southern gentry were extremely hospitable and willing to yield 'hard
cash. "' 13 Virginians no longer had to go to England to sit for an artist. Byrd
subsequently commissioned family portraits by Charles Bridges, called the "finest
American painter, trained by the English schools." 14 Byrd became a great advocate for
Bridges and he recommended in a letter that his contemporary, former Lieutenant
Governor Alexander Spotswood, do the same. The Virginia gentry welcomed these
painters with open arms and commissioned many portraits.
The mere presence of these portraits in Virginia is an indication of the gentry's
effort to elevate themselves as equals to their English counterparts, but the open-armed
reception of these artists augments this argument. Historian Graham Hood writes:
The warm reception accorded Bridges by these leaders of Virginia society
betokens either an impressive reputation on his part or a strong desire on theirs to
have their countenances immortalized and raise the tone of society by adopting a
worthy painter. 15
Upon the examination of Bridges' career as an artist in England, one finds that the latter
must be true. When his career is reviewed "one wonders about not only his success at
home but even his interest in art, since only one painting, a portrait of the Reverend
Thomas Baker, can be documented as being by his hand." 16 Therefore, by
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commissioning so many portraits, the Virginia gentry sought to elevate their status by
emulating the English hierarchy.
The example provided by Bridges serves to illustrate a common situation shared
by artists who came to the American colonies. Many flocked to the colonies in search of
the greater fame they could achieve there. Art historian Robin Simon notes that "British
born artists such as John Wollaston and John Smibert assumed a significance and earned
an esteem disproportionate to their limited training and abilities" when they relocated to
the colonies. 17 A contemporary ofSmibert, George Vertue, wrote in his diary of
Smibert's departure from England that "[Smibert] was not contented here, to be on a
level with some ofthe best painters, but desird to be were he might at the present, be
lookt on as at the top." 18 This migration oflesser artists to the colonies reflects the
pattern that had first brought portraiture to Great Britain itself. Lesser-known artists from
the European continent had fueled Britain's passion for portraiture when they migrated
into the country, attracted by a lack ofa native artist population. Later during the
eighteenth century, artists migrated out ofBritain for the same reasons, bringing British
artistic standards and passions with them to the American colonies.
The fascination with portraiture as a dominant form ofart also tied the
commissioners ofportraits in Virginia closer to their English counterparts. Simon writes,
"Few countries were so obsessed with portraiture at the expense ofother forms of
painting as Britain and America." 19 This sprung from a shared suspicion ofthe
representation ofreligious subjects and America's conservatism that rejected the study
and depiction ofthe nude. The British School ofart started at about the same time that
portraiture began to appear in the colonies during the late seventeenth century and
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culminated in the establishment ofthe Royal Academy in 1768. Britain had obsessed
over portrait painting for centuries to the point that "often included a British form of
ancestor worship," but it was not until the eighteenth century that British-born artists
dominated the market. 20
Foreign artists, many of whom did not have a significant reputation, came to
Great Britain knowing that they would find a high demand for their services with
relatively low competition. In exchange for their newly found success, these artists fell
victim to the "stultifying fascination ofthe British with little in painting other than the
record oftheir own faces."21 Forms ofpainting other than portraiture were largely
abandoned. Yet, contrary to the notion that these portraits merely serve as a record of
faces, the greater importance found in these pieces of art is that the patron "expected [the
artist] to imbue the portrait with all of those sociocultural values and ambitions that his
patron perceived in himself or herself."22 Therefore, these portraits serve as valuable
documents in the study of this period of history. This model repeated itself when lesser
artists ofthe new British School moved to the American Colonies, which had developed
this same taste for portrait painting within the confines ofan artist vacuum.
A study ofthe transmission of this artistic style across the Atlantic helps to reveal
the Virginia gentry's quest for English sophistication as well. Art historian Waldron
Phoenix Belknap states: "[The impact of English Baroque in the colonies was] upon a
milieu as foreign to it as any in the world. The style was wholly inappropriate to
American life, and yet few Americans sensed the fact. "23 Relevance to their way oflife
did not matter to the Virginia gentry when it came to their desire to be considered genteel
by those oflong noble lineages in England. The eighteenth-century English nobility
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favored the Baroque artistic style; therefore, the colonial Virginia gentry, particularly the
second and third generations, did the same. After the transition period found in the
portraits of the first wealthy Virginians, those born into the well-off Virginia estates
beginning around the turn of the eighteenth century had no qualms flaunting their wealth
within their portraits. These later generations found anything that linked them to their
professed aristocratic heritage to be of high importance and imperative to their self
perceived identity.
Another indication of this transatlantic reflection is discovered in the relationship
between English engravings, especially British portrait mezzotints, and colonial portraits.
Mezzotints can be one of two things: a plate of copper or steel en graved and burnished to
replicate a painter's masterpiece or the print that can be made from one of these plates.
They were "taken from the most ambitious portraits of the period and represented a
catalogue of the conventions of formal portraiture," but whether or not the colonial patron
first possessed the catalogue and imagined himself in one of the poses or whether the
artist owned the catalogue and then submitted it to the patron is unknown. 24 Historian
Michael Quick states that "the latter possibility would seem more likely, since poses and
backgrounds often repeat themselves in the work of a given artist."25 By having these
prints at their disposal, patrons and artists were made aware of new fashions, poses, and
backgrounds that could be selectively chosen for use within a portrait.
In many cases, these English engravings appear to have "either served as exact
models to the painters of the Colonial period, or had otherwise exerted a pervasive,
continuous influence upon them."26 Simon reiterates this fact when she states that
"innovations and developments in portrait poses were dependent upon, and often very
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closely related to, previous models."27 Artists freely replicated one another's styles and
compositional choices in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as an act ofrespect.
They saw precedent as an honorable, established approach to their art and were skeptical
of originality. In fact, many artists were jokingly or not so jokingly accused of having
ready-made portraits already painted in which only the face had to be inserted.
Three styles can be seen in the English spectrum during the seventeenth-century
evolution ofthe portrait. While the Colonial portraits found their precedent in the
portraits of the English nobility, the English nobles had adopted their poses from the style
of foreign portrait artists, especially those employed by the English monarchy. In the
sixteenth century, Hans Holbein the Younger came from Germany in 1526 and
eventually became the court portrait artist for King Henry VIII by the year 1535. His
Tudor portraits, such as Portrait ofHenry VIII (Figure 1) appear to bring about a revival
of medieval style. These Neomedieval portraits represent how strongly England resisted
the Renaissance art that dominated the European continent. Art historian Roy Strong
states that it developed "an isolated, strange, exotic and anti-naturalistic style which is
more akin to the aesthetic of Byzantine art, itselfthe result of 'iconoclast' movements,
than the art ofthe renaissance in Italy."28 England had suffered a break with the Catholic
Church during the reign of Herny VIII, so this could be a reason why the English arts
largely rejected Italian Renaissance influences.
This style became known as the Elizabethan-Jacobean style, "characterized by
flattened forms, profuse linear designs, and highly decorative color pattems."29 During
the time that Holbein's career flourished, portrait painting still chiefly served the purpose
of recording the royal genealogy, providing a means ofpropaganda in England, and
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acting as documents for marriage negotiations. It was after Holbein's time that this style
of portrait painting "appears to be derivative, decayed, and deformed as it changed from
an instrument of royalty into an icon of aristocracy. " 30 The Elizabethan-Iacobean style
remained present until about 1675. An early example of a Virginian being painted in this
style is the 1616 portrait Pocahontas (Figure 2) painted by an unidentified artist while she
was in England. She became one of the first leading Virginians to participate in the
English standard of the portrait.
Despite these differences between art in England and art on the European
continent, many of Holbein's compositional choices still do point back to Renaissance
artists or incorporate symbols inspired by his early work in the midst of the Northern
Renaissance. Sir Anthony van Dyck followed Holbein, bringing compositional
preferences of the Baroque to England during the seventeenth century. British portraiture
began to reference pieces by Renaissance artists such as Raphael, Leonardo, and Titian.
Holbein and Van Dyke brought a new variety to English portraiture. At this time,
portraits saw a decrease in religious iconography as an increased desire for purely secular
portraits created "a new and intense fascination with the effective articulation of the
human body."31 Until this point, the bust-length portrait had been largely standard in
Britain. Three-quarter length, seated, and eventually full-length portraits evolved in the
landscape of British art with the arrival of these artists and ultimately found their way
across the ocean to the American colonies.
The second style relevant to the study of colonial Virginian portraiture is Van
Dyck's court style of Charles I. This style "established for England an aristocratic style
of portraiture that would long endure" and had roots in the work of contemporary court
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portraitists Sir Peter Lely and Sir Godfrey Kneller. 32 When King James died in 1625,
Charles I brought his tastes for the Baroque (Continental) style of art. He also brought
the means to continue in his tastes as he brought along a painter from Flanders, Anthony
van Dyck, to be his court portraitist. Van Dyck's ability and style of portraiture imitates
and rivals that of the highly praised Baroque artists Rubens and Titian. Art historian
Michael Quick notes that the emergence of the state portrait during the late Renaissance
over a short period of time is "due in large part to the formal experimentation of
Titian."33 This divided England as most Englishmen "saw it as a betrayal of national
cultural traditions."34 The English had not seen so much of the Baroque influence until
this time.
Van Dyck's work can be represented by Henry II de Lorraine, Due de Guise
(Figure 3). Fashion at this time favored the full cavalier costume with its plumed hats,
laced collars, and high boots, allowing Van Dyck to capitalize upon what has been called
"the most beautiful style in male dress there has ever been."35 It is at this time that Van
Dyck's portraits formed certain qualities "which foreigners thought peculiar to England
and to the English" that "originated this conception of the Englishman" as the Cavalier.36
Van Dyck's style later came to be seen as the height of English portrait culture. Later
generations would seek to emulate it even after the fashion of dress found within it had
beem long retired.
A Dutch middle-class style also came to England during the seventeenth-century,
appealing to the more conservative patron. This style is well illustrated by the work of
Rembrandt, such as his piece Gentleman with a Tall Hat (Figure 4), painted around the
year 1660. Of this style Craven writes, "Low-keyed in tone, reserved, realistic rather
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than idealistic, it is the very antithesis of the aristocratic portrait." 37 Members of the
middle class or the lesser gentry were likely to commission portraits in this style.
Each of these styles played a role in the development of colonial Virginian
portraiture. Very early on, the Elizabethan-Jacobean style influenced those Virginians
lucky enough to possess the ability to return to England and have their portrait taken. At
the time that portraiture began to emerge in more abundance among the Virginia upper
class in the late seventeenth century, the Dutch style prevailed. For the most part, even
the most wealthy Virginians could not claim to be anything above that of the lesser
gentry in England on the social ladder. They lacked the noble lineages found among the
patrons of the high court style of Anthony van Dyck. Nevertheless, as new generations
of Virginians emerged and families became more entrenched in wealth and status, a move
toward the extravagance of Van Dyck can be seen, illustrating the new identity
Virginians were forming of themselves in the midst of their struggle for power and
authority in a new world.
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CHAPTER 2: THE IDENTITY CRISIS AND THE FORMATION OF THE NEW
IDEOLOGY OF PATRIARCHISM
An identity crisis created a tension between the Virginia gentry and the Mother
Country that manifested itself in the formation of a new ideology. Although Virginia's
leading class mimicked England's aristocracy, they came to esteem themselves as
virtuous whereas, to the colonial mind, the English stood for corruption. The ideals of
patriarchism helped give the great planters of Virginia a distinct identity in the midst of
this crisis. Patriarchism's ideals took the form of patriarchy, virtue, order, provincialism,
the pastoral, and providence. William Byrd II wrote:
Like one of the patriarchs [of the Bible], I have my flocks and my herds, my
bond-men and bond-women, and every soart of trade amongst my servants, so
that I live in a kind of independence on everyone, but Providence. 38
While claiming independence from everyone but God, Byrd and the other members of the
gentry prided themselves as separate and different from the English gentry.
Hans Hyssing's portrait William Byrd II (Figure 5), created around 1724,
illustrates this problem of identity. The portrait displays Byrd striking a confident pose
while wearing all the ruffles according to English fashion. "A periwig and lace-ruffled
cuffs proclaimed freedom from manual work in field or workshop," thus lining up with
his patriarchal claim. 39 This manner of dress also indicated his tie to England. William
Byrd II easily fell into both categories of Virginian and Englishman. Virginia-born and
London-educated, he spent his life with a foot on each side of the ocean. An anomaly as
a colonial member of the Royal Society, Byrd did not settle down and regard Virginia as
home until his later years. The ship in the background of his portrait points viewers to
the dilemma of his transatlantic identity.
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Before exploring the specific representation of patriarchism in Virginia's
eighteenth-century portraits it is important to understand the complete social context of
how it affected Virginia society. As a belief system, Patriarchism centered society on the
superiority of a patriarch or father figure. This superiority sprung from a natural
inequality that governed social order in both political and familial areas. Males
particularly utilized patriarchism as they battled to regain control from women. Women
had gained considerable power during the seventeenth-century since they tended to live
longer than the men. They controlled property and influenced politics during this time.
Then, in the eighteenth-century this imbalance righted itself and men sought to wrestle
back what they had lost.
Patriarchism supplied the Virginia gentry with a unique view of themselves in the
face of an identity crisis. The first ideal, patriarchy, set the Virginia gentlemen as heads
of family and of state. Anthony Parent defines patriarchy when he states that
"independent of all but God, the great planter assumed the mantle of patriarch,
shepherding his herds and directing his people."40 Byrd and the other great Virginia
planters could identify with the Old Testament world of patriarchs and, "similarly, the
simple field-and-orchard metaphors of the New Testament parables referred to a
recognizable world of immediate experience."41 Patriarchy gave the Virginia gentry the
illusion of self-sufficiency and of a divinely appointed social sphere.
William Byrd II is a primary example of the male patriarch whose writings
provide some examples of this ideology at work. He wrote an entry in his secret diary on
November 2, 1709, that displays the dominant male authority of the household:
In the evening I went to Dr. [Barret's] where my wife came this after-noon. Here I
found Mrs. Chiswelt, my sister Custis, and other ladies. We sat and talked till
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about n o'clock and then retired to our chambers. I played at [r-m] with Mrs.
Chiswell and kissed her on the bed till she was angry and my wife also was
uneasy about it, and cried as soon as the company was gone. 42
Here he displays his freedom to do as he pleases in the presence of women because they
hold no authority over him. He repeatedly refers how his wife "kept within the bounds of
submission"43 or quarreled with him and eventually "submitted because she was in the
wrong."44 On February 5, 1711, he wrote of a quarrel between himself and his wife,
concluding with "I refused, however, and got the better of her and maintained my
authority."45 By making notes of these incidents, he provides an example of the male
patriarch at work in his home.
Byrd also refers to those of his household as "my people"46 and often mentions
slave punishment. Often times, he cites himself as to having quarreled with his wife about
her punishment of slaves, seeming concerned with her sense of authority over them.
Byrd shows the importance he and his contemporaries put on maintaining their authority
as the male head of the household. By taking the time to note his continuing authority
despite an instance of opposition, Byrd alludes to his struggle of identity. The fact that he
constantly mentions with pride, almost as if reminding himself, that he had maintained
authority over his wife and slaves indicates that he did not feel secure in authority and
actively sought to keep it established.
The great Virginia planters' next ideals of patriarchism were virtue or good nature
and order. By glossing over the injustices of slavery and Indian removal as divinely
ordained aspects of a virtuous and incomparable society, they trained their minds to see
any non-Virginian as an immoral scoundrel. In their minds, they had nothing in common
with any whom Anthony Parent describes as "money-grubbing merchants in Great
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Britain, cruel slaveholders of the West Indies, and venal royal appointees to the
province."47 Historian Jack P. Greene cites Virginia aristocrat Landon Carter as
possessing a "relentless pursuit of improvement" that is reflected in a public letter Carter
wrote in late 1774. 48 In the letter, he asserted that "in all endeavours whatever, Virtue
like honesty is the best Policy."49 He further suggests the view of Virginia as virtuous
and Britain as corrupt, stating that the Tea Act of February 1774 might "in time get the
better of all Virtue" unless it were resisted. 50 Women acted as guardians of this virtue in
the patriarchal system. However, women could not achieve this role without the help of
the male patriarch. Males dominated the social hierarchy set in place by order. Order
deemed the Virginia gentry as not only a separate class but also the first class of society.
The native gentry's emergence in Virginia toward the beginning of the eighteenth century
culminated in their ''habitual sense of exalted rank" among other men. 51 The Virginia
gentleman knew himself to have few equals.
The ideal of the pastoral expanded upon their ideas of provincial distinction from
England in valuing what Parent calls "the romance of rural life." 52 The great planters saw
Virginia as paradise away from the troubles of other societies. Pastoralism allowed them
to transform the colony into a perfect, agrarian retreat. Virginians promoted the region as
Eden reincarnate, combining the pastoral ideal with that of providence. In his 1705 book
entitled The History and Present State of Virginia, Robert Beverley wrote:
It must be a happy Climate, since it is very near of the same Latitude with the
Land of Promise. Besides, As Judaea was full of Rivers... So is Virginia. Had
that fertility of Soil? So has Virginia, equal to any land in the known World. 53
Viewing Virginia as a sort of Garden of Eden brought the gentry to the ideal of
providence. Just as William Byrd II stated that he lived in an independence from all but
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God, he also continuously mentions in his diaries that "God's will be done" and even that
he "submitted to [God's] judgment better." 54 This also allowed them to assert that its
structure was divinely ordained, thus justifying the great planters' rule.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF THE PORTRAITS
A distinct character can be found between subsequent generations of the colonial
Virginia gentry when analyzing their portraits. There is a stylistic change, as Virginians
moved out of the more modest Dutch mercantilist style and into the more ostentatious
court style of English nobles. This is a very obvious shift that can be recognized by
anyone with an eye and a basic appreciation for artistic style. A less obvious undertone
of these portraits is their portrayal of the new patriarchal ideology. Here it is essential to
have studied the patriarchal virtues, as it is not something immediately recognized by the
eye alone. Historian Edgar Wind writes, "Attached to the painting of a portrait is a social
situation, in which the artist has to come to terms with an attitude, that of his sitter, an
attitude that will often be supported by philosophical views. "55 In this chapter, both the
shift in artistic style and the appearance of the patriarchal ideals will be discussed.
The first generation of prominent Virginia families began to patronize the arts in
the colony, but it was not until the second and third generations that portraiture became
an obsession. Acknowledging their less-than-noble standing in society, early Virginia
portraits are anything but pretentious. These portraits also do not display any sense of
devotion to the high court style of Van Dyck. While courtly style portraits could be
found at the governor's house, the actual settlers who established Virginia were not
nobles and, therefore, would have found any attempt to depict themselves in the style of
the aristocracy completely unnatural.
These first portraits instead display the English assimilation of the middle-class,
mercantile style of Dutch portraiture found in Rembrandt's Gentleman with a Tall Hat.
This Continental style, as it has come to be known, is "rich in brushwork but low-keyed
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in tone and sober in mood." 56 Examples are Henry Fitzhugh (Figure 6) and William
Fitzhugh (Figure 7), both ofwhich are currently found within the collection ofthe
Virginia Historical Society. They are mid-eighteenth-century copies oflost, late
seventeenth-century originals. Despite being copies, art historians have determined that
copyist John Hesselius strove to create true representations ofthe originals, so they are
studied as actual representatives oflate seventeenth-century art. 57
William Fitzhugh brought the original 1634 portrait ofhis father Henry Fitzhugh
with him to Virginia when he immigrated in 1673. This portrait, painted at the time of
Van Dyck's career in the English court, shows the discrepancy that existed between
higher and lesser English gentry portrait style. "Its reserved character is well suited to the
merchant class," writes Craven. 58 Henry Fitzhugh sits against a plain background, in
plain clothes, and seems to have a flattened look about him as in the Elizabethan
Jacobean style. It exists merely as a genealogical record ofa face that almost seems to
float among its drab surroundings. As a middle-class woolen draper, Henry Fitzhugh's
portrait does not in any way suggest that he is anything but middle class. He appears
comfortably within his position in society.
William took this cue from his father, as his portrait does not suggest an inflated
sense ofself-importance either. Once in Virginia, he established Bedford Estate in
Stafford County, eventually acquiring about 54,000 acres ofland on which he mainly
produced tobacco. Even though he had become the master ofa great estate, William
chose not to partake in the courtly behavioral lifestyle. In his own words, he described
himselfas not "one ofVenus's votaries." 59 He did not drink nor eat to excess, which
were both activities associated with the higher English aristocracy. Craven writes that if
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these excesses had appeared in a colonial portrait they "would have connoted vanity and
ostentation to Fitzhugh and his peers."60 Instead, he stately appears somewhere between
middle-class society and that of the aristocracy. In comparison with the dress of his
father, Henry Fitzhugh, William took a step closer to courtly style even if his portrait is
anything but pretentious. The bright blue of his clothing and the ruffles around his neck
suggest a higher social position than the plainness of his father's outfit. Nevertheless,
complete portrayals of Virginians in the full court manner would not come until the next
generation.
William may have been more moderate in behavior than the English court, but he
did recognize the importance of portraiture in establishing and entrenching his family's
strong position in society. Material objects that could be associated with courtly life
certainly did find their way into the Fitzhugh home. William made a point to decorate his
manor house with material items such as the latest of English furniture fashion,
silverware, and, of course, family portraits. Thus, Hesselius, who had created copies of
Henry and William, became the chosen painter for the Fitzhugh family, as they
commissioned numerous portraits by his hand between the years 1751 and 1771.
William Fitzhugh and his heirs sought to legitimize their social, political, and economic
authority through tangible imitations of the English aristocratic lifestyle. 61
When commissioning a portrait, the Fitzhughs, like the other first families of
Virginia, would typically commission portraits of every member of the family. This
included the children, who were depicted in the same genteel manner as the adults.
Through studying the portraits of their ancestors and having their own likenesses drawn
as well, the children and heirs of the estate could learn early on how to dress and behave
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in a world that would judge them based on appearances. Since they lived in Virginia,
away from the English social atmosphere, learning how to appreciate and appear in
accordance to their genteel claims proved to be somewhat difficult. Many children of the
first families traveled to Britain for education, where their families would expect them to
fit in with genteel society. These portrait collections that haunted the walls of their
homes served as historical references to their family status, helping to educate each
generation in order to further entrench their family's societal gains.
An unidentified artist, possibly the same unidentified indentured servant that may
have painted William Fitzhugh, also painted William Randolph (Figure 8) sometime in
the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. This portrait is found at the Virginia
Historical Society as well. William Randolph came from an established gentry family in
Britain, having landed property and a coat of arms to denote a history of knightly military
service to the crown. He moved from England to Virginia in 1670, where he eventually
controlled the great plantation of Turkey Island in Henrico County. As a second son,
Virginia offered a better chance for him to establish his own estate than he had in Britain.
He and his wife, Mary Isham, founded the family that has become known as possibly the
most prominent and influential family in Virginia history due to their sheer numbers and
marital alliances. The family eventually developed eleven major Virginia plantations,
thus controlling many of the foremost seats of Virginia's financial, societal, and cultural
landscape. 62
The portrait of William Randolph shares a lot of similarities with the portrait of
William Fitzhugh. Like Fitzhugh, his contemporary and fellow immigrant, the "somber
palette of [Randolph's] portrait reflects the reserve and dignity of the subject, and no hint
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of gaiety or foppish frivolity is admitted into the image."63 While his portrait is not
ostentatious, as a Randolph he could more legitimately pose as a genteel figure within his
portrait than could William Fitzhugh. He is shown here with idle hands, showing that he
comes from an established genteel family and, therefore, did not have to perform manual
labor. Compare this to Henry Fitzhugh or William Fitzhugh. Hands are not shown in
either of the Fitzhugh portraits, perhaps referencing their mercantile background. The
Fitzhughs had to work their way up the social ladder more than the Randolphs. Coming
from the merchant class, they had to gradually implement their genteel claims, remaining
truer to the style of Dutch middle class portraiture than even a member of the lesser
English gentry.
William Randolph II of Turkey Island (Figure 9) provides another example of the
type of portraiture found among the first generations of Virginians. The son of William
Randolph, he was born into a Virginia estate, but still lived early enough to have been
deeply involved in planting his family's prestige. In his hands he holds what is presumed
to be a legal document, referencing a highly successful law career. Unlike his father's
idle hands, William II's portrait shows how he worked to establish his family reputation.
His father could have been following in the likenesses of family portraits that, as a
member of an established gentry family in Britain, undoubtedly surrounded him growing
up in his family's home. William Randolph II, on the other hand, grew up in a world
where leading families were jockeying for position on the societal and economic ladder.
Even though his hands are not idle, William II's portrait still clearly indicates that
he is of genteel standing. The fabric of his coat, ruffles, and wig suggest his well-to-do
status. Portraitist John Wollaston painted this portrait of the late William Randolph II in
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1755 upon a commission by his son, William Randolph III. William III expanded the
family portrait collection into one of the largest within British North America, continuing
the quest for legitimatization begun by his immigrant grandfather.
The portrait Alexander Spotswood (Figure 10), located in the Library of Virginia,
can also be used to demonstrate the social context of the early Virginia elite. Spotswood
came to Virginia after a successful military career. On his father's side he descended
from noble, even royal, lineages as he could claim King Robert II of Scotland as an
ancestor. In 1710, he received an appointment as the Virginia governor and served in
that position until 1722. As governor, he afforded the privilege of being the first to reside
in the newly built Governor's Palace in Williamsburg, a project's whose completion he
had played a great role. Many Virginians had viewed it as being too lavish for the
colonial atmosphere, but Spotswood championed his quest to bring sophistication to the
Virginia colony.
Bridges painted the Alexander Spotswood in an unspecified year, perhaps late in
Spotswood's career as lieutenant governor of the colony since he is known to have been
active in the region during that time. The portrait depicts a powerful military and
administrative leader "standing before a fortified castle with a military encampment in
the background."64 He holds a scroll, thought to be architectural plans, demonstrating his
"interest in the creation and completion of appropriate architectural monuments in the
New World."65 At this time, he greatly supported the completion of the capitol and
Governor's Palace, as well as the rebuilding of the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg. The patriarchal ideal of provincialism is illustrated here as Virginia's
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institutions had become Spotswood's primary concern. Here again, the Continental style
of portraiture is presented as the choice representational style of the early colonial elite.
These early Virginians began a transition, moving toward an assertion of higher
society within the Virginia colony. They refused to allow themselves to take on the
backwater identity that British mainlanders afforded colonials. Possibly, this is part of
the ideological evolution that helped form patriarchism. Its emphasis upon Virginia as
the new and virtuous Garden of Eden could have stemmed from such criticism and a need
to assert their value and worth within the British world. William Fitzhugh may not have
been bold in his choice of imagery and style, but he did greatly contribute to the rise of
portraiture in Virginia in order to "duplicate the ambience of gentry."66 The resident
artist that he may have employed could have been the painter for not only his own
portrait but also others dating from this period. His, William Randolph's, and others,
such as Alexander Spotswood' s, thirst for portraits to decorate the halls of their manor
houses in the fashion of the English nobility helped to begin a full-blown obsession found
in later Virginia generations. Upon a study of their lives, one can see that early
Virginians did not find contentment in mediocrity.
Another avenue of interpretation leads one to discover the emerging difference
between the older and younger generations of the Virginia gentry. The older generation
worked to achieve wealth, but the new generation simply inherited wealth. Compare
Alexander Spotswood and the portrait William Randolph II of Turkey Island with the
portrait John Baylor (Figure 11) or Robert Carter III of Nomini Hall (Figure 12). The
portraits of William Randolph II and Alexander Spotswood depict the sitter holding their
work and lifetime achievements in their hands. The portraits of John Baylor and Robert
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Carter provide a distinct contrast. They in no way had to precede their genteel identity
with work to legitimize it.
The first generations of Virginia colonists had done the work, beginning the
entrenchment of this identity with such status symbols as portraits lining the halls of their
family home. With this transition laid out, Virginian children began to grow up being
what earlier generations would have considered to be ostentatious in their self
presentation within the framework of British society. Family importance surrounded
them their entire lives, so the ability to flaunt their self-worth seemed to be the correct
path to take. As they traveled to England to receive higher education and lessons in
societal expectations, they saw and began to imitate British cultural norms for the elite
whom young Virginians had come to see as their social peers. Thus, they commissioned
portraits just as their forefathers and newfound social peers did, taking on and
expounding upon the family prominence their fathers had worked to achieve. It seemed
the natural thing to do, just as it did among the landed gentry back in Britain who grew
up within an already established system of family prominence.
An unidentified artist painted John Baylor (Figure 11) around the year 1722 while
Baylor spent time in Britain to receive his education. As a third-generation Virginia
aristocrat, Baylor never had to lift a finger. At merely seventeen, his portrait shows him
posed according to genteel conventions in court regalia with idle hands. He had clearly
been trained in his privileged social status as he displays a confident, possibly arrogant,
attitude while wearing the wig and carrying the sword afforded an adult of elite British
society. Baylor could simply wait for the day in which he would receive his inheritance.
By commissioning this portrait, he certainly sought to establish and emphasize his
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personal existence within first-class society, both in Virginia and also in the greater
British world. In a way, the portrait announced his entrance into society when he could
add it to those of the people who came before him, legitimizing his elite claim.
The 1753 portrait Robert Carter III ofNomini Hall was painted by the renowned
Thomas Hudson while in London. The grandson of the infamous first family founder
Robert "King" Carter, Robert Carter III lived a life imbued with the duty of upholding
family honor and gains within the world of not only Virginia but also the eyes of the
British aristocracy. Like so many other young Virginians at the time, he spent time in
Britain in order to be educated and also to learn the distinguished ways of genteel society.
He then returned to Virginia where he took up his family position as a patriarchal center
of authority, serving for many years on the governor's council before retiring to Nomini
Hall in 1772. Then in 1778, he left the Anglican church to become a Baptist, eventually
freeing his slaves which numbered almost 500. Later, his identity crisis is further
revealed as he deserted the life of a planter to become a Swedenborgian disciple in
Baltimore. The mystic Swedenborgian theory had emerged as an early version of
Freemasonry in the colonies. The strain of expectation placed on these prominent
Virginian heirs to form and mirror their identity after the British aristocrats proved to be a
difficult task. 67
Carter apparently learned the ways of the British gentry well during his stay in
London, as he had Robert Carter III ofNomini Hall taken of him before returning to
Virginia. This portrait "attempts to capture the worldly sophistication, the enjoyment of
worldly pleasures, and the refinement to which these later generations of Virginians
aspired." 68 Hudson depicts Carter in the Van Dyck style of dress that, even though a
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hundred years out of style, had come to be admired as the golden era of British
sophistication. By inserting Carter into this semblance of the court of Charles I, Hudson
cast on him the values, elegance, and refinement, that had come to be expected of a
model member of the British aristocracy. This is a far break from the Continental style
portraits painted of the earlier Virginia gentry. Judging from the mask he holds in his left
hand, Carter appears to be wearing this outfit as a costume to a masquerade ball, allowing
him to appear in this long past, vogue style in a more natural manner. The connotation of
a masquerade also further associates him with the aristocratic lifestyle. Members of the
British aristocracy at this time filled their lives with such parties and balls where they
could flaunt their high standing within society. Virginians, thus, did the same.
John Baylor and Robert Carter III ofNomini Hall leave the viewer with a bolder
sense of the aristocratic identity than the earlier portraits of the Virginia elite. John
Baylor centers authority around himself with his dress and pose. By picturing himself
dressed up in the Van Dyck costume, Carter asserts himself as a legitimate and
established source of authority, alluding to his status as a patriarchal heir as well. In this
manner, both portraits go beyond those of the earlier generations in their bold assertion of
gentility.
Another way a viewer can also observe a shift between the generations is within
the depiction of patriarchal values that are also being used to legitimize their societal
claims. On the right side of both portraits, a view of a garden vista can be seen. Such
natural garden settings were seen at the time to represent the unspoiled virtue of Eden.
The appearance of such a garden would cast these unspoiled virtues upon the sitter of the
portrait. Earlier Virginia portraits had mainly focused upon the patriarchal ideals of
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patriarchy and provincialism. Later portraits began to give more emphasis to such ideals
as order, the pastoral, and providence. The garden vista symbolizes virtue, but in a male
portrait this is probably not its primary purpose as patriarchism exhorted females to be
guardians of virtue. In both the male and female portrait, the vista lends a sense of the
natural order of things, hinting that the sitter's societal status is a part of the natural, God
ordained way of the universe. Yet, it is in the male portrait, the owners of actual land,
that this seems to be the foremost rationale. Baylor and Carter are brought closer to
nature, where their authority can fuse into the natural order of providence. Virginians
such as Baylor and Carter were pictured in a way that utilized these symbols to reflect
their pursuit of authentic societal greatness.
Portraits of Virginia women at the time particularly emphasized the patriarchal
value of virtue. Bridges' portrait Evelyn Byrd (Figure 13) provides a window into the
contrast between the representation of the male and female in colonial Virginia. Her
father, William Byrd II, commissioned Bridges to paint the portrait in approximately
1725 when Evelyn was about eighteen years old. Sitting outside within a garden vista,
she appears full front with her head turned a little to the right, wearing a blue silk dress
with gray trim and flowers in her hair. A straw bonnet and shepherd's crook lie in her lap
as she holds a gardening tool in her hands. In the upper left of the composition, a
cardinal perches in a tree.
Each element in Evelyn's portrait can tell a viewer about her place in life. The
silk dress connotes a leisurely life, distinguishing her as a member of the elite. At the
same time, the items in her lap tie her to the simplicity of nature. Here she is fulfilling
the woman's role as a guardian of virtue in the patriarchal system since the garden she
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sits in connects her to Eden. The cardinal, already a symbol of Virginia, converges
Virginia with Eden. The Virginia gentry's provincial identity manifests itself along with
their assertion that providence governed their social structure, justifying their status. All
aspects of patriarchism appear in the portrait of Evelyn Byrd.
These portraits present a visual picture of the patriarchal ideals within colonial
Virginia culture. They create something that is specifically Virginian, yet they are also a
hybridization of this identity with that of the English aristocracy. The stylistic choices
reflect an evolution that ties Virginians closer to their English counterparts, but the
ideological aspects of patriarchism form a more provincial identity. Despite their
differences and their assertions of virtuous superiority, the Virginia elite's ideological
claims actually tied them closer to England. This is due to various societal and cultural
circumstances that were affecting England at the time.
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CHAPTER 4: PATRIARCHISM RELATED BACK TO ENGLAND
Patriarchism proclaimed Virginia's distinction and independence from England,
seeking to create a provincial identity, but with a closer examination of the eighteenth
century English condition one tends to find the opposite result. Interestingly,
patriarchism actually ties Virginia closer to England, rather than creating a separation.
Historian Jack Greene writes:
If eighteenth-century Virginians ... had not yet managed to anglicize their
societies completely ... they had by the 1740s and 1750s created a social
landscape that, far from being 'radically different' or 'far removed from' that of
England, ... looked remarkably English and was more demonstrably so than it had
ever been before. 69
The Virginia gentry were living out an English fantasy. Since the 1719 publication of
Robinson Crusoe, the English had become obsessed with the notions of being
shipwrecked and carving a new civilization out of the wilderness. A whole line of
Robinsonade paintings appeared in England, such as Thomas Gainsborough's Robert
Andrews and His Wife Frances (Figure 14). This English landowner is depicted musket
in hand and ready to tame nature, appearing behind him, in the Robinsonade fashion. 70
An English landowner did not really have to carve out of the wilderness. Instead, Robert
Andrews, like so many of his English contemporaries, held onto this fantasy and lived it
out through the realm of painting.
Accelerated enclosure also begot the romance of rural life in the paintings of
eighteenth-century England. Ann Bermingham, in her book Landscape and Ideology,
writes that "enclosure radically altered the English countryside, suiting it to the needs of
the expanding city market." 71 Enclosure put more land under cultivation and "increased
agricultural yield, making England the most agriculturally productive country in the
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world."72 As a result, farms also grew immensely in size. Farms of three hundred to five
hundred acres replaced those of twenty to thirty acres. 73 The landscape became more
artificial as man-made fields replaced natural vegetation.
In response to this growing lack of a natural landscape, the English landowner
sought to get closer to nature. Ideas coming out of the Enlightenment greatly influenced
this occurrence as well. For example, Jean Jacques Rousseau's philosophy stated that the
closer one is to nature, the closer one is to natural law. According to Rousseau, the
artificial world led to corruption and unhappiness.
During this period, on large country estates the small-scale gardens of a formal
structure transformed into extensive, natural-looking landscape gardens. 74 The extent of
this transformation is described by Bermingham who notes that "not only did they absorb
village commons within their boundaries, but occasionally whole villages that stood in
the way of a prospect or an improvement were destroyed and rebuilt elsewhere." 75 By
mid-century, small gardens came to be seen as ridiculous and "a sign of the tasteless
arriviste."76 Only the grand landscape garden would satisfy the English landowner's
insatiable thirst for the natural.
Englishmen immortalized their extravagant landscape gardens within a new
painting genre known as the English rustic. This genre typically exhibits the owners
within their garden.77 This is normally a group setting known as the conversation piece,
which depicts a gathering of friends or family "which may be defined as a comparatively
informal, small-scale portrait group." 78 Bermingham writes:
Nature, therefore, plays an equivocal role in the outdoor conversation piece - on
the one hand, reduced to a sign of its owners' status and privilege and, on the
other, rehabilitated as a primary source of value that legitimizes this status and
privilege ... A subjected nature refers to culture because nature is part of a
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pictorial code that tells the viewer that the subjects of the painting enjoy a certain
status, that they possess both property and taste ... " 79
In these outdoor conversation pieces, sitters define their self-perceived status through
their setting and their attire. Nature gives them the natural, virtuous authority praised by
Enlightenment philosophers at the time.
An example of the English rustic is Arthur Devis's portrait Richard Moreton,
Esq., of Tackley (Figure 15), painted circa 1757. This conversation piece features
Moreton conversing with his niece and nephew who have been fishing. They interrupt
his reading to display their catch to him. Both Moreton's dress and the landscape garden
around him set him apart to be a man of property. Fishing from streams and reading
outdoors both indicate a life of "conspicuous leisure and the standing of a class exempt
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from work." 8 Furthermore, the figures' informality of pose, gesture, and grouping
echoes the naturalness around them. 81 Nature and culture merge. "Thus the Moreton
group is not simply in a state of nature but is consubstantial with it," concludes
Bermingham. 82 Here class practices and values metaphorically become nature.
A comparison of these English portraits with those of the Virginia gentry shows
many parallels. On the general level, William Byrd II, Alexander Spotswood, William
Randolph II of Turkey Island, John Baylor, Evelyn Byrd, Robert Andrews and His Wife
Frances, and Richard Moreton, Esq., ofTackley all exist as a result of their
commissioners' desire to proclaim their elite status. They also share more specific
themes and values. The Virginia portraits reflect the Robinsonade paintings as well as
incorporate the themes of the English Rustic. Spotswood carves civilization out of a new
land, and Randolph built success amongst this 'wilderness' as well. Baylor's portrait
incorporates a landscape garden into its background, lending a natural quality to his right
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as heir to an elite Virginia family. Evelyn Byrd not only communes with nature, she
becomes all that is naturally good - the guardian of virtue in a patriarchal society. New
worlds are made, social status blends with nature, and divine providence sets it in order.
The Virginia gentry portraits recognize English fantasies and profess Virginia as their
fulfillment.
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CONCLUSION
The portraits of the eighteenth-century Virginia elite illustrate the contemporary
social ideals of the time, both in Virginia and in England. Viewers can distinguish the
differences between the older and younger generations of the Virginia elite in portraits
such as Alexander Spotswood, William Randolph II of Turkey Island, and John Baylor.
While each generation sought to augment their claims to higher society through the
incorporation of portraiture within their household decor, they had different styles in
doing so. These styles evolved over the generations, beginning with the Elizabeth an
Jacobean and moving onward through Dutch mercantilist conservatism to the high court
style of Anthony van Dyck. Through this transition, a new identity emerged.
Early Virginians asserted a distinct and rising identity within society, but they did
not claim to be on top. Especially as the eighteenth century progressed, Virginians
became bolder in the expression of their identity as a part of the landed elite. Perhaps the
later generations began seeing themselves as part of an established heritage equal to the
long lineages of nobility found in England. If older generations saw themselves as equals
with established lines of nobility, they were not bold enough to express it within their
portraits. They seem to have still seen themselves as of a lesser standing, based upon
their more modest style of portraiture, while the later generations claimed equality or a
station of greater virtue based upon their patriarchal ideology. Portraits of the later
Virginia elites put more focus on the patriarchal ideals of virtue, the pastoral,

and

providence th an the earlier depictions of somber provincialism and order.
Colonial Virginia portraits also share the English Robinsonade and Rustic
traditions present in Robert Andrews and His Wife Frances and Richard Moreton, Esq.,
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ofTackley. Both sides of the ocean aspired to live closer to nature and to use it as a
defense for their social status as set about by natural order and providence. They were
influenced by Enlightenment thinkers, a decrease in natural landscape and adventure
stories such as Robinson Crusoe. As colonial Virginians sought sophistication, they
naturally took hold of the ideals and desires found within the upper class of their Mother
Land and used them to fit their condition.
Historian Maurie D. Mclnnis sums up this congruence when she writes, "Colonial·
values ... were indebted to the norms of Hanoverian England."83 This transatlantic social
history is visually recorded in eighteenth-century portraits of the Virginia elite who
sought to legitimize their class hierarchy and establish Virginia as the new Eden, a
virtuous escape from the corruption of modem, unnatural civilization found in Britain.
Thus, Virginia grew in stature. By the mid-eighteenth century, the colony's aristocracy
became entrenched and social roles defined through portraiture as the identity of its
leading citizens evolved, becoming both Virginian and British at the same time.
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